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Preterm formula /BM fortifiers/supplements 

MOM - mothers own milk 

DM - donor milk, pasteurized human milk from other women than the mother 

BM - breast milk – both donor milk and mother’s own milk 

BMF - Bovine milk based fortifier – fortifier based on cow’s milk 

HMF - Human milk based fortifier – fortifier based on human milk 

NEC – Necrotizing enterocolitis 

SF - standard fortification 

AF - adjustable fortification 

TF - target fortification 

EMBA - European Milk Bank Association 

 

Background 

Breast milk is considered as the natural and best source of nutrition for newborn infants. 

This also holds true for preterm infants because breast milk is tolerated best, allows fast 

introduction of enteral feeds with low sepsis rates, and provides important substances 

besides macro- and micronutrients such as human milk oligosaccharides that promote a NEC 

preventing bifido microbiome, growth factors, immunoglobulins and also cellular 

components [1]. The effect of the latter three ones is yet not fully understood and is actually 

a highly active area of research [2]. 

Previous studies have shown that neonatal growth rates are linearly and closely 

related to protein and to energy intakes [3, 4]. Term infants have growth rates of 5-10 

g/kg/d during their first weeks of life and therefore require an enteral protein intake of 1.6 
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to 2.5 g/kg/d and a matching energy intake of 85 to 110 kcal/kg/d. To ensure adequate 

supply, “Mother Nature” had adjusted the nutrient content of mature breast milk as – from 

an evolutionary perspective – breast milk was the only source to cover the needs for total 

fluid intake in this population. Because of immature renal concentration capacity, total fluid 

intake during the first three months post-term is the highest ever in life time and is on 

average 165 ml/kg per day [5]. Healthy term infants are able to adapt to fluid intakes in the 

range of 140 to 200 ml/kg/. As a consequence, breast milk produced within the first two 

weeks of lactation contains on average up to 2.0 (IQR: 0.3:3.7) g protein/dl followed by a 

decline over the first 28 days of life/lactation. Mature (> 4 weeks of lactation) breast milk 

contains on average 1.2 (IQR: 1.0;1.4) g/dl of protein and 67 (IQR: 62;72) kcal/dl of energy. In 

addition, there is significant variability of macronutrient composition - not only between 

mothers, but also within the same mother (intra- and interindividual variability). Published 

nutrient contents range from 0.5 – 2.0 g/dl for protein and from 45 - 90 kcal/dl for energy 

content (see also paragraph #6) [6-9]. Additionally, recent research found that protein, CHO 

and fat are secreted and controlled via different pathways and, therefore, native breast milk 

does not seem to show a strong correlation of these three nutrients [10]. The teleological 

meaning of this variability actually remains unclear, however, term infants are somewhat 

competent in self regulation of the volume of milk ingested and may therefore cope with 

varying composition of mother’s milk.  

Preterm infants, however, experience significantly higher growth rates of up to 17 - 

23 g/kg/d up to 32 weeks PCA. Such growth rates require a protein intake of 3.5 to 4.5 

g/kg/d and a corresponding energy intake of 115 to 165 kcal/kg/d. While neonatal care – at 

least in some places of the world (Europe) – allows higher fluid intakes for selected and 

stable very low birth weight (VLBW) infants beyond 150 or 160 of up to 180 and 200 

ml/kg/d, it is very unlikely to meet these protein and energy needs by feeding solely native 

breast milk [11]. Even if a protein content should reach 2 g/dl, the infant still must be able to 

tolerate an enteral intake of at least 200 ml/kg/d which not all, but only a few ones will do. 

And, at 1.0 g protein per 100 ml of native breast milk, a VLBW preterm infant on full enteral 

feeds would need to digest up to 400 ml/kg/d of native breast milk to reach a protein intake 

of 4 g/kg/d, a fluid volume that is unlikely to be tolerated. In addition, such high volume also 

would cause an unbalanced energy-to-protein intake: energy intake would be as high as 180 
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- 240 kcal/kg/d which is far beyond the average needs of preterm infants (i.e. 115 - 140 

kcal/kg/d) and would most likely cause metabolic stress and also contribute to an 

unfavorable body composition [12]. 

While under certain conditions a very few preterm infants may receive their required 

nutrient intake from native breast milk alone it may be wise - from a nutrition and growth 

physiology perspective of preterm infants  - to adapt the nutritional content of breast milk 

for the population of VLBW infants. During the last decades commercially available single or 

multi-component fortifier products have been developed and/or their composition is still 

being refined. Their fortification recipes are based on two assumptions, (i) individual breast 

milk composition can be represented by an average macronutrient content of breast milk 

and (ii) the average enteral fluid intake of preterm infants is 150 - 160 ml/kg/d. The following 

chapter reviews the evidence of this approach as well as its limitations in light of new data, 

namely that (i) macronutrient content of human milk is subject to high variability and (ii) that 

many NICUs nowadays accept higher enteral fluid volumes of up to 180 or even 200 ml/kg/d 

[12]. 

 

Effect of fortification of human milk on growth: evidence from clinical trials 

Though from a scientific perspective the physiological basis supporting the use of fortifiers 

for human milk is quite strong [4] there is only limited evidence from clinical trials. With 

regards to multi-component fortifiers there is one review including eight trials with a total of 

505 VLBW infants [13a]. Weight gain was better by 2.18 (CI 25-75: 1.54-2,81) g/kg/d, length 

gain by 0,16 (CI: 0.11-0.20) cm/week and head circumference by 0.07 ( 0.03 -0.11) cm/week 

with fortification. The trials cover a period of 30 years, include only a small numbers of 

subjects and are thus of limited generalisability. There are two Cochrane reviews 

investigating the effect of protein supplementation. The first one includes six trials with a 

total of 204 subjects: an increase in weight gain by 3.8 g/kg/d, in length by 0.12 cm/week 

and in head circumference by 0.06 cm/week was found [14]. The second, more recent one 

includes nine studies with a total of 861 infants born before 32 weeks or having a birth 

weight below 1500g. In summary, evidence is low to moderate that increased protein 

concentration improves weight gain [15]. 
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With regards to fat supplementation there are two trials showing conflicting results. 

The first one performed in either 14 preterm infants added 1 gm human milk fat per 100 ml 

[16,17], but did not find an effect on weight gain, length or head circumference. The other 

one was an unmasked RCT in 78 VLBW infants that exclusively were fed breast milk (either 

mother’s own milk or donor milk) routinely fortified with a human milk derived cream. 

Human milk fat was added in case that measured energy content of native breast milk 

samples was low. Extra-fat lead to better weight (14.0 vs 12.4 /kg/d, P = .03) and length 

(1.03 vs 0.83 cm/wk, P = .02) gain [18] and shortened the length of stay [19]. However, 

postnatal weight gain was still compromised and there was no  body composition 

assessment to check that increased weight gain was not related to increase in fat mass. 

For carbohydrate fortification, only one trial investigated the effect of extra 

carbohydrates as part of a probiotic intervention in 75 preterm infants [20,21]. A mild effect 

on weight gain (MD +160.4 grams, 95% CI 12.4 to 308.4 grams) was observed on study day 

30. 

There is indirect evidence from two recent trials from limited resource countries how 

human milk fortification affects growth. These studies were initiated because WHO does not 

recommend BM fortification in such countries due to the significant financial burden: The 

first trial (n = 148 infants) found that routine fortified infants (randomized once enteral 

intake was at 150 ml/kg/d) grew better compared to subjects without fortification (weight: 

mean difference (MD) 2.0 g/kg/day; 95% CI 1·03 to 2·92; p<0·001;length: MD 0·09cm/week; 

95% CI 0·02 to 0·2;p=0·02) [22]. The second trial in n = 52 VLBW infants compared routine 

fortification starting at 100mlkg/d vs. a group (selective fortification) with an enteral intake 

of up to 200 ml/kg/d followed by additional fortification if needed. Growth rates were not 

statistically significantly different (routine: 10.8 vs. selective: 8.4 g/kg/d; p=0.6), but were 

below expected values mostly because of low nutritional content of local breast milk [23]. 

No trials were done that compare the effect of current concepts of fortification of 

human milk on neurodevelopmental outcome in VLBW infants at 18 months or 5 years of 

age [24]. However, with regards to side effects fortification is considered to be safe with 

respect to incidence of NEC, feeding intolerance and osmolality [13]. 
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In conclusion, taking the evidence from clinical trials as well as current data of 

nutritional physiology into account it seems to be reasonable to enhance nutrient content 

of BM fed to VLBW infants using contemporary fortifier products. 

 

Time point of introduction of contemporary fortifier products 

Actually, there is no uniform recommendation on when to start fortification of human milk 

[25]. The practice of first introducing enteral feedings to 150 ml/kg/d and then starting with 

half strength followed by full strength fortification two days later was well accepted but 

nowadays maybe outdated. Tillman et al reported that BM fortification is tolerated already 

from day one, leads to reduced parenteral intake, but does not necessarily increase 

postnatal growth, but improves bone metabolism  [26]. One recent review quoted two trials 

comparing 20 vs 100 ml/kg/d and “first feeding” vs. 75 ml/kg/d as time points to introduce 

HMF [27-29]. There were no differences in growth rates, but also not for adverse outcomes 

suggesting that early fortification may be as safe as delayed fortification, but the level of 

evidence remains low. 

In conclusion there is no evidence about the best time point to start fortification of 

human milk. Early fortification seems to be as safe as delayed fortification. 

 

Composition of fortifier products 

Nutrient composition of contemporary multi-component fortifier products varies between 

brands and manufacturers. For a detailed summary with a list of ingredients see Table 1 [8, 

30-35]. Most products add 1 to 1.1 g of protein per 100ml of human milk (donor milk and/or 

MOM). Recent publications, however, show that protein levels of standard fortified MOM 

using contemporary fortifier products may result in lower than recommended protein 

intakes. This is mostly due to the fact that protein content of human milk is decreasing with 

lactational age and may frequently fall below assumed levels by 0.3 to 0.5 g/dl [5-10, 36-38]. 

For example, recent publications show that protein content of native 12-hour batches is on 

average as low as 1.1 - 1.2 g/dl, with individual concentrations being as low as 0.5 g/dl [36]. 

Standard fortification increases the protein content of native breast milk from 1.2 g/100 ml 

to 2.2 g/100 ml which results in a protein intake of 3.3 g/kg/d (at 150 ml/kg/d) which is 
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below the recommended intake. Some authors suggested to use percentile charts to 

account for the decrease during the lactational period [39]. However, the interindividual 

variability is always larger than the variability over time making precise predictions 

impossible. There are also no corresponding data available for other macronutrients. 

Overall, there are no clinical data that this approach will really improve intake.  

Higher feeding volumes of up to 180 ml/kg/d may improve protein intake and, 

nowadays, a higher proportion of VLBW infants may be able to tolerate such fluid intakes. 

However, it may not be wise to base recommendations for the composition of fortifiers on 

extreme conditions as it would put those infants at risk for growth failure that are unable to 

tolerate such intakes. Overall, it is important for clinicians to use appropriate figures for 

average milk protein content when prescribing HMF. HMFs with a higher protein content, 

e.g. adding1.4 g of protein per 100ml may be  useful if the milk protein concentration is low 

and the volume of enteral feeds need to be kept at 150 ml/kg/d. 

There is also compositional heterogeneity with regards to the quality of energy 

supply: a group of fortifiers (mostly from European companies) adds no or only small 

amounts of fat ( 0 - 0.02 g/100ml) but delivers most of the calories by adding 2.7 to 3.4 

g/100ml of lactose (fat:CHO ratio below 10:90). A second group of products add energy 

mainly as fat (0.36-1.0 g / dl) , but only low amounts of carbohydrates (0.4 – 1.8 g/dl) (range 

of fat:CHO ratio between 30:70 and 80:20). Of interest to note that the amount of total 

energy provided by these fortifiers is somehow in a similar range (14.4. – 17.8 kcal/100 ml). 

So far, it is not well understood why and how different isocaloric fat-to-CHO ratio are able to 

affect the quality of growth. Results from previous clinical trials providing identical amounts 

of protein with an isocaloric design suggest that a more fat based (66% fat:33% CHO) energy 

intake increases amino acid oxidation thus impairing protein synthesis [40,41]. More recent 

product seem to favor a higher protein content and a more equal distribution of energy 

intake between fat and carbohydrates [31,35]. Assuming a fluid intake of 160 ml/kg/d the 

addition of 1.7 g of protein, 0.5 g of fat, and 1.2 g of carbohydrates (CHO) per 100 ml would 

maximize the number of BM samples that comply with ESPGHAN recommended intakes [8]). 
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Routine Fortifier Fat  
[g/dl] 

Protein  
[g/dl] 

CHO 
[g/dl] 

Energy  
[kcal/dl] 

Ref 

Milupa – Aptamil HMF 0 1.1 2.7 15.2 [30] 

Mead Johnson - EnfaCare 1 1.1 0.4 15.0 [32] 

Nutricia - Nutriprem HMF 0 1.1 2.7 15 [33] 

Abbott – Similac Advance 
Liquid HMF 

0.36 1.0 1.8 14.4 [34] 

      

Nestle - PreNan HMF  0.72 1.4 1.3 17.4 [31] 

Abbott – Similac Human Milk 
Fortifier Hydrolized Protein 

Concentrated Liquid 

0.7 1.7 2.5 15 [35] 

      
Native human milk 3.4 - 4.0 1.0 - 1.3 7.0 - 8.0 65 [7,8,11] 

Recommended nutrient 
composition (assuming a TFI 

of 150 ml/kg/d)  

4.4 2.7 (-3.0) 8.8 86 ESPGHAN 

Table 1: Macronutrient composition of (i) fortifier products available in Europe and North America 
(rows 2 - 6), (ii) human milk composition (ranges) (row 7) and (iii) targeted levels according to 
ESPGHAN (row 8). Contents of (ii) and (iii) are given per 100 ml ready-to-feed product 

 

In conclusion, there is some variation in the macronutrient composition of contemporary 

fortifier products. There is some evidence that optimizing the protein content alone might 

not be sufficient, but needs to encompass quantity and quality of energy intake as well to 

achieve proper growth patterns. In future, research and refinement to provide the 

optimum non-protein make-up needs to be done. Clinicians should be aware of the 

macronutrient composition of the fortifier product that they are using. 

 

Other sources of fortification: the role of high-density preterm formula 

There were some recent activities to achieve fortification of human milk by using highly 

concentrated preterm formula (30 kcal/oz = i.e. 99 kcal/100ml) [42-44]. The study by Pillai 

was an observational study in 27 infants reporting weight gain increasing from 12.5 to 15.9 

g/kg/d after switching to the 30kcal-formula. Willeitner reported in a group of 70 premature 

infants that human milk fortification by adding a 30kcal/oz preterm formula was not inferior 
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to adding a powdered fortifier. Similar findings were reported by Chinnapan when 

comparing human milk fortification adding either powdered fortifier or powder for preterm 

formula in n=123 infants. 

In conclusion, there are reports that BM can also be fortified using concentrated 

high-caloric special care products instead of contemporary powdered or liquid industrial 

fortifiers (mostly US). However, the use in clinical routine cannot be recommended 

because of the extremely low level of evidence and also missing EU safety data.   

 

Individualized fortification 

To ensure adequate postnatal growth preterm infants must be provided with adequate 

amounts of amino acids/protein as building blocks for accrual of lean mass. In addition, 

preterm infants also need to receive an adequate amount of energy to cover (i) basal and 

movement induced metabolism, (ii) energy stored in the newly build-up tissue, but also (iii) 

energy needed to synthesize lean mass (see chapter #2 of these guidelines). Unmatched (i.e. 

mostly too low) energy intake can become a limiting factor for protein synthesis.  “Excess” 

dietary amino acids are not incorporated into new lean mass, but are oxidized instead so 

that the carbohydrate backbone can be used for synthesis of CHO’s or other metabolites. 

The remaining NH3-groups are toxic and need to be removed from the body. By forming 

water soluble urea, a strong osmolyte, they are excreted via urine, however, which is a 

water and energy consuming pathway. Increased amino acid oxidation (either as a 

consequence of too high protein intake or as of a relatively too low energy supply) may 

cause BUN levels rising to critically high levels.  Protein and energy intakes, therefore, need 

to be balanced for optimum growth. Deviations thereof have the potential to lead to either 

poor growth (i.e. lean mass accretion too low), growth of poor quality (unfavorable body 

composition), excess of fat (due to too high energy supply) and/or metabolic disturbances 

(i.e. increased BUN formation leading to “cosmetic” edema or mimicking sepsis). 

The preceding chapter delineated the concept of BM fortification which assumes an 

average content of macronutrients. With this approach it was possible to develop multi-

component fortifiers so that actual recommendations for macronutrient intakes are being 

met for most preterm infants [45]. Previous research on breast milk analysis however has 

revealed that macronutrient content varies significantly within the same mother, but more 
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so between mothers [46,47]. Recent research in larger sample sizes confirmed this 

variability, but also showed no correlation between macronutrient contents in human milk 

[6,10]. In other words, a significant proportion of preterm infants will receive enteral diets of 

unbalanced composition, for example, high or normal protein, but low energy content or a 

low protein but high energy contents [10]. Unbalanced diets of such extent are not 

compatible with appropriate growth rates and quality [48]. These findings might explain the 

observation that still more than 50% of VLBW infants fed standard fortified breast milk 

experience postnatal growth faltering [49]. 

Potential ways out here are to overcome the natural variation of breast milk 

composition by 1) target pooling of breast milk or by 2) introducing individualized 

fortification. Target pooling of breast milk has been applied, but unfortunately failed to be 

efficient [50,8]. The authors state “…Target-pooling DBM to meet a caloric minimum alone 

does not meet recommended protein intake for VLBW infants. Infants fed calorically target-

pooled donor breast milk still demonstrate a disproportionate negative change in length z-

score over time and would likely benefit from more aggressive and earlier fortification 

strategies which target protein as well. Whether target-pooled DM offers improved growth 

compared to random-pooled donor milk remains unknown…”. 

Individualized fortification may be applied as “adjustable or “targeted” fortification. 

“Adjustable” describes the practice to adapt fortifier strengths on the course of blood urea 

nitrogen (BUN) levels [51]. It is assumed that during the phase of stable growth BUN levels 

reflect protein utilisation: high BUN levels may indicate significant amino acid oxidation and 

thus represent a tentative saturation point for protein intake. Low BUN levels, on the other 

hand, may indicate a metabolic potential for increased protein intake [51]. 

Recommendations for BUN level are discussed in the section on protein. The advantage of 

BUN levels is the simplicity of the approach; however it requires a blood sample to be taken, 

it also needs some time for the body to metabolically react to changes in intakes – delays 

which could cause a cumulative growth deficit. More so, cut-off levels for BUN to trigger 

fortifier in- or decrease currently are arbitrary and not adjusted to gestational or postnatal 

age but reported a significant benefit. 

“Target” fortification analyses macronutrient content of selected BM samples at the 

bedside and adds nutrients to achieve a macronutrient intake that meets ESPGHAN 
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recommendations for stable preterm infants <1800g birthweight. It is more labor-intensive, 

has been shown to be feasible but has the potential to prospectively correct nutritional 

deficiencies before either biochemical parameters or poor growth signal insufficient supply 

[52,53]. This may be especially more effective in infants with mothers that produce BM with 

an unbalanced dietary composition [52,54]. 

 

Evidence for efficacy of different fortification strategies 

European Milk Bank Association (EMBA) quotes that both methods of individualized 

fortification (i.e. “adjustable” and “targeted”  may be applied in daily routine [55]. So far, 

four trials studied the effect of adjustable vs. standard fortification [51, 56-58]. They found 

that adjustable fortification improved growth rates for mostly all anthropometric 

parameters. For the critical appraisal of adjustable fortification it is important to note that 

BUN cut-off levels to increase or decrease fortification strengths were arbitrarily chosen and 

were not optimized or validated in clinical studies, although they showed benefit. It is also 

important to note that adjustable fortification is able to increase intakes of protein and/or 

energy, but does not have the potential to fix imbalances in macronutrient composition 

associated with impaired protein utilisation.  

For target fortification two pilot studies [52, 53] and several further randomized clinical trials 

have been performed until the time being [54,56,59-63 ]. While some earlier RCTs did not 

identify differences in growth rates between target and standard fortification the more 

recent trials consistently found target fortification to be superior to standard fortification.  

This might be explained by the fact that the early trials did not use validated human milk 

analysers and frequently did not report to adhere to “Good Clinical and Laboratory Practice” 

(GCLP). Earlier studies tended to focus more on adding solely protein whereas the more 

recent trials also add other macronutrients like fat and carbohydrates to adjust energy 

intake. Furthermore, most of the studies have other methodological differences that make 

evidence synthesis challenging. This practice reflects the more recent understanding that it is 

key to provide an energy intake that matches the protein intake of the body. Thus, the 

concept of target fortification is to provide a constant and coherent dietary intake of 

macronutrients. The potential of target fortification to efficiently reduce the considerable 

random variation of macronutrient composition of native human milk was recently quite 
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nicely illustrated [67]. The coherent dietary intake may also be the reason why target 

fortification seems to be superior to adjusted fortification as found in three out of four 

studies addressing this question [56,65,66]. The fourth study did not find a difference 

between both approaches, although a relatively detailed  protocol was used to adjust 

protein and energy intake according to growth [67].  

Overall, there is only one Cochrane analysis so far that reports moderate- to low-

certainty evidence suggesting that individualized (either targeted or adjustable) fortification 

of enteral feeds in very low birth weight infants increases growth velocity of weight, length, 

and head circumference during the intervention compared with standard non-individualized 

fortification [68]. 

In summary, there is emerging evidence that targeted fortification is more 

appropriate to compensate/eliminate nutritional deficiencies/imbalances and leads to better 

growth when compared to standard fortification. Although target fortification is also 

superior to adjustable fortification because it directly incorporates nutritional physiology and 

real-life data of nutrient contents of ingested breast milk to create the most appropriate 

dietary regime for any given day, there is no strong evidence to support a significant clinical 

benefit when compared to adjustable fortification. In this context it is important to mention 

that actually three more protocols of RCTs on target fortification were published [69-71]. 

First results are to be expected within the next 12-36 months. 

 

Osmolality 

There are concerns about critically high osmolality levels when additional fortification is 

being provided to human milk for VLBW infants. In this context it is of importance that the 

scientific basis and evidence for osmolality limits or cut-off levels are very weak and is not 

confirmed by recent analyses [72-74]. While the subject will be discussed in detail in a 

different chapter, some papers relevant to individualised fortification shall be reviewed [75-

77]. All authors state that individualised fortification increases osmolality already during the 

first hour, but generally stay below 480 [75] or 460 mosm/l [76] during the next 12 to 24 

hours which is considered to be a safe practice. 

In conclusion, unbalanced dietary intake of human milk may compromise postnatal 

growth and poses a significant risk for optimal development of VLBW infants. 
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Individualised fortification strategies have the potential to improve nutrient intake in such 

subjects and improve growth rates. Although current evidence from clinical trials is still 

limited, individualised fortification strategies including adjusted and targeted approaches 

may be appropriate for clinical use.   

 

Fortification strategies for donor milk 

Preterm infants fed unfortified donor milk may be at increased risk for suboptimal growth 

and neurodevelopmental performance [78-80]. This has been attributed to an insufficient 

intake of protein: most donor milk originates from mothers with excess and/or prolonged 

milk production and therefore is typically obtained later in lactation. Indeed, some donor 

milk programs even exclude mothers to donate before their offspring at least reached four 

months of age - this is put into place to ensure sufficient MOM supply to their own child 

before beginning to donate.  

It is well known that protein content drops during lactation, and donor milk typically 

contains average protein levels of 0.8 to 1.2 g/100 ml [9]. This amount is by far below the 

average of 1.4 to 1.5 g protein/100 ml which is considered as the basis to perform proper 

standard fortification (see paragraphs 4 and 6). The Delta in protein intake of approximately 

0.5 g/100 ml translates into a growth deficit of 3 to 5 g/kg/d which is clinically significant. To 

overcome this nutritional deficiency it has been suggested (and also applied in clinical 

routine) to routinely add extra protein to batches of donor milk. A reasonable amount has 

been suggested to be 0.5 (0.3 - 0.7) g protein per 100 ml [8,65, 81-83]. This practical 

approach, however, has not yet been validated in independent clinical studies, but from a 

nutritional physiology perspective it seems to make sense  to add extra protein. 

An alternative approach to increase the nutritional quality of donor milk would be to 

disclose the nutritional contents of each donor milk batch to the customer [84]. This is 

current practice in diverse milk banks in Poland (personal communication by A Wersolowska, 

Warsow, Poland). It allows neonatal staff to adequately fortify donor milk beyond standard 

fortification to ensure sufficient intake for all MN for each individual preterm infant fed DM. 

A third option to reduce the number of donor milk batches with critically low protein 

content would be by pooling several batches from different donations [8,85]. Pooling can be 

done by randomly picking batches, by combining batches obtained early and late in lactation 
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or by combining batches with complementary macronutrient profiles - strategies that are 

currently under investigation [8, 86]. The last one seems to be the most promising one, but 

obviously would require prior knowledge of nutritional content - for example by performing 

bedside analysis.   

In conclusion, donor milk is at increased risk for insufficient protein content that 

cannot always be compensated with standard fortification. If fluid intake is limited, 

clinicians should therefore consider to provide extra protein of approximately 0.3 - 0.7 

g/100ml. Quality of donor milk could be improved by introducing donor milk pooling 

algorithms - which seems to be a promising area of research. 

 

Exclusive human milk diet 

Feeding human milk as MOM or donor milk is considered a preventive measure for NEC 

(Quigley) [80]. The exact mechanism still is unclear, on one hand HM oligosaccharides 

promote a gut-protecting bifido-dominant microbiome. On the other hand, exposing the 

preterm gut to bovine protein - amongst other factors - may be associated with higher NEC 

incidence. While rates of formula fed preterm infants are decreasing fortification frequently 

still is provided by commercially available bovine based multi-component fortifier products 

[24]. From studies feeding VLBW infants with different amounts of cow’s milk based formula 

and human milk there seems to be some dose-response relationship between risk for NEC 

and the amount of bovine protein ingested [87,88]. Also, interventional donor milk trials 

with reduced exposition to preterm formula have found significant reductions of NEC rates 

and sometimes also of sepsis rates. From this observation a concept of cow’s milk free diet 

including fortification was suggested for clinical use in VLBW infants to reduce NEC rates and 

was also claimed to be a cost-effective measure [89,90]. The concept is also known as 

“exclusive human milk diet” (eHMD). Contemporary fortifier products come as liquids (after 

extensive lacto-engineering) or as powder (after lyophilisation of native or partly defatted 

human milk). Production applies similar processes as known from bovine fortifier industry 

and usually exceeds the technical means of non-profit human milk banks.  

 

Evidence from clinical trials 
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There is only one Cochrane review on the effect of exclusive human milk diet on outcome 

[91]. A single RCT in 127 VLBW infants was identified being the first to compare the effect of 

human vs. bovine milk fortifiers in BM fed VLBW infants [92]. There was no difference in 

feeding intolerance and NEC. Neonatal short-term morbidity showed a decrease in ROP, and 

most other parameters showed a trend (p = 0.07) towards less incidence in the exclusively 

human milk fortifier group, for oxygen at 36 weeks and the morbidity/mortality index, but 

missed a statistical level of significance of 0.05. Weight gain was better in the bovine formula 

group, however again not reaching a significance level of p<0.05. 

There is a number of studies that also investigate the introduction of exclusively 

human milk fortifiers on NEC rates and consistently find a reduction by a factor of 2. 

However, the designs of some of these studies had confounders due to the dietary setup of 

the control group (not exclusively on breast milk, not randomized, re-analysis of other 

studies etc.) and because of funding sources [93-101].  

The experience with lyophilized human milk fortifier products is limited to some 

preclinical studies [102-104].   

 

Growth and long-term follow-up 

An observational study in n=51 preterm infants on eHMD found less postnatal growth 

retardation than previously reported bovine fortifiers, whereas body composition and 

neurodevelopmental outcome were in the range of previously reported figures [105]. In 

contrast, the O’Connor trial reported growth differences during the 7 week intervention 

period that were in favor of bovine milk fortifiers (15%, i.e. weight gain of 1303 vs 1124 g; 

head growth 6.8 vs 6.2 cm/7 weeks ) [92] . Similar observations were made in a recent study 

in 192 VLBW infants [106] which found reduced growth rates until the end of the 

intervention period at 320/7  weeks of gestation in the group fed exclusively human milk 

fortifier when compared to the group fed bovine fortifier(16.5 vs. 18.9 g/kg/d). This 

difference disappeared until term age. Such observations are of concern because they may 

indicate that macronutrient intake by exclusively human milk diet may be lower than with 

contemporary fortifier products and hence affect growth and potentially neurodevelopment 

as well. Indeed, the follow-up analysis of the “OptiMoM” study did not show differences in 

neurodevelopmental follow-up.  
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However, it can be assumed that the previously described concept of individualized 

fortification - once applied to exclusively human milk diet - may overcome growth related 

disadvantages.  

In conclusion, there seems to be a potential to reduce NEC rates by following a 

protocol of exclusive human milk diet. However, the current evidence is too low to 

recommend the introduction into clinical routine as a strategy to reduce NEC and sepsis 

rates. Further research including clinical trials without confounding dietary intake of 

bovine origin is needed   

 

Conclusions 

C1: The protein content of some fortifiers might be insufficient to increase protein 

concentrations to recommended intake levels if the volume of enteral feeds is limited LOE 2 

C2: The optimal time to start fortification is not clear, but early fortification seems to be as 

safe as delayed fortification, may reduce cumulative nutrient deficiencies, and positively 

influence bone metabolism LOE 2+ 

C3: There is variation in the nutrient content of commercially available fortifiers and this may 

affect growth and health outcomes LOE 2 

C4: Adjustable and target fortification strategies may be employed to compensate for 

variation in human milk macronutrient composition, but the optimal strategy is uncertain. 

DHM may require higher levels of fortification compared to MOM LOE 2+ 

C5: Fortifiers derived from human milk may reduce the risk of NEC but there are insufficient 

data from adequately powered studies to determine the optimal strategy LOE 2+ 

Recommendations 

R1: We recommend the use of multi-component fortifier products to enhance the nutrient 

content of human milk fed and to promote growth in preterm infants GOR A 

R2: We recommend starting fortifier when enteral intakes reach 40 – 100 ml/kg/d.   GOR C  

R3: Individualised fortification strategies including adjustable and targeted approaches may 

be appropriate. GOR A 

R4: There is insufficient evidence to recommend the routine use of human milk derived 

fortifiers until further high-quality data is available. GOR C 
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